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monopoly and privilege', and this has become an everyday
phrase. In reality, a legislation resembling in many respects
that of Byzantium may be found wherever the regime
corporatif has been tried, whether in the Eastern Roman
Empire or in western Europe of the Middle Ages or in
Japan under the Tokugawas. In most of these cases the
system has had a less liberal form than at Byzantium.
Certainly, in the long run, the guild system impedes progress
and breeds abuses. But it possesses some important advan-
tages; thus, it assures the quality of the goods produced, it
does away with middlemen, it also forestalls both the
exaggerated advance of prices and the crises of over-produc-
tion. That is why this system seems to be a necessity in
certain stages of economic development. In any case, it
appears to have worked in the Greek Empire without arous-
ing any complaints. Nor does it seem to have excited
unfavourable criticism on the part of foreigners. Ganshof
has discovered in the Western laws of the twelfth century a
number of provisions which resemble those of the Prefect's
Edict;1 and the Turkish Sultans appear to have copied that
Edict slavishly.2
IV. INTERNATIONAL TJRADE
The Byzantine Empire was situated at the junction of the
communications between Asia and Europe, and Europe and
Africa; all routes, by land, sea, or river, connecting eastern
Europe with the Mediterranean passed through Byzantine
territory. This geographical position was a veritable cala-
mity from a political point of view; for no Italian State nor
any region in the Danube lands or in Hither Asia could
develop without being tempted to invade Greek territory.
On the other hand, from the commercial standpoint, that
geographical position was of inestimable benefit, for auto-
matically it made Byzantium the centre of international
trade.
Nature had also favoured the Empire by endowing it with
a great number of ports, on all its coasts, from Trebizond to
* Byzantion, vol. iv (1928), p. 659.
2 Father Jannin pointed out that certain provisions of that Edict were still in
force in the Istanbul of Mustafa Kemal Pasha.

